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“Archimedes’ ” 

Winter Seminar in 2014. 

Traditional "Archimedes" republican specialized seminars for teachers, teachers of mathematics 

and computer science teachers were held on 16th, 17th and 18th of January in 2014., In 

Belgrade's Sava Center, with the participation of about 500 teachers from all over Serbia. 

             It is difficult to sort out what was best in the mosaic of many very enlightening, interesting, 

new and practical content and procedures, because everything was great, including the accompanying 

handouts. Chesnica In the seminar, as part of the evaluation questionnaires about the seminar, 

highlighted the main features of these seminars: flawless organization and service, choice of content 

(interest and the possibility of practical application, the actuality), inserted teachers to properly showcase 

a lot of new ideas and methodological procedures, using available techniques, working papers, books 

and other suitable gifts, which are Get the participants. For most participants it was an unforgettable 

professional experience. For all the participants of the seminar oranizovan lunch ("buffet"), and the 

break is served coffee .. 

                              At seminar for teachers, held on 16 January of 2014. The general topic was 

"The Mathematics of applications." Very interesting, practically applicable lectures and presentators 

were: Dr Olivera Djokic ("Textbook and application of knowledge"), prof. times. Teaching Katica 

Maric ("measurement - in the marketplace, in nature"), prof. Dragana Stosić-Miljkovićb("Problems of 

motion" and "Figure one - applying a lot"), prof. classroom teaching Jelena Babic ("dividing the 

number 6" - show hours) and cont. matt. Ljiljana Majkić ("cube, cube, dice"). And this seminar was 

completed effective with a "mathematical quiz acumen" (Prof. Bogoljub Marinkovic). 

                             The seminar for teachers of mathematics, odžanom 17 January of 

2014. The general topic was also "Mathematics in applications." An interesting and useful for the 

practice of teaching, held a prof. Milan Tuba ("Math Everywhere" - view of who and what mathematics 

is still required), prof. Dr. Vojislav Andric ("Math helps the economy" - show possible applications of 

elementary mathematics in economics, and these problems are all around us), prof. Bogoljub 

Marinkovic ("Geometry in Practice" - clearly shown to solve many practical problems "in the field" 

using very simple resources, exploiting the geometry taught in schools), Alexander Ravas ("Chance - 

Then and Now", interesting and well-illustrated story about the history of the area and its 

role today), cont. Ruzica Kljajević ("Problems of motion" - mathematics in action, along with solving 

problems in a variety of ways: health zumski-arithmetic, algebraski and graphic), Mr. Tomislav 

Stosic ("Mathematics in citizens journalism" - without mathematics freeze), prof. Vera Ivkovic ( " 

Archimedes – 40 " - special tasks for the majority ages, on the occasion of "Archimedes’" 40 

years), prof. Sweetheart Stosić-Miljkovic ("Figure one, a lot of application" - a simple figure-Trimini, 

the main actor in solving many tasks). Traditionaly, this seminar is also effectively ended the interesting 

"Archimedes ‘" math quiz acumen (Prof. B. Marinkovic) . 

               Seminar for teachers of computer science, held on 18 January of 2014. , with the very 

current and interesting topics (from whose calls and see their contents) were performed: prof.Velimir 

Radlovački ("The development trend of hardware"), Srdjan Maricic ("a free application in the 

Windows environment") prof. Sasha Španović ("Microsoft Office 365 in Education"), prof. Nevenka 

Spalević ("Tasks to develop algorithm tamskog way of thinking in the classroom"), Katarina 

Andjelkovic (Safety of children on the Internet), prof. Miodrag Vucinic ("Robotics in class"), Mr. Jelena 

Hadzi-Puric ("algoritmization and resolving competing tasks"). The seminar is completed "round table" 

(talk about topics seminars current information, etc.). 
               Except   seminars at Sava Center "Archimedes" was successfully organized Winter and the 

mathematical school (seminar) for mathematics teachers who work with gifted students, 3  11 

January of 2014. in Belgrade’s children's recreation center Mitrovac at Tara, in the same bag when I 
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was working and "Archimedes" winter school for young mathematicians (AZŠMM) for pupils of primary 

school, which served as a kind of practicum for teachers. 

               If you can summarize everything, from all aspects, it can be said that the successful 

implementation of these seminars, in just a few days, a kind of achievement, organizational and 

professional! 

                Otherwise, Mathematical Society "Archimedes", acting for the past 40 years, it is certainly in 

our largest meeting place for lovers of mathematics of all ages and throughout the year. Details on the 

"Arhimedes’ " seminars for teachers, as well as numerous other activities, can be seen in the appropriate 

section of the website: www.arhimedes.rs 

 

 

http://translate.google.com/translate?hl=sr&prev=_t&sl=sr&tl=en&u=http://www.arhimedes.rs

